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Disclaimer 

The report is an independent publication commissioned by ITA on behalf of the international 

community.  It is a product of a collaborative effort involving members of the Impact Evaluation 

Research Team and many other people, agencies and institutions. 

The designations employed and the presentation of the material in this publication do not imply the 

expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of ITA concerning the legal status of a country, 

city, district or area, or of its authorities. 

The Impact Evaluation Research Team is responsible for the choice and the presentation of the facts 

contained in this book and for the opinions expressed therein, which are not necessarily those of ITA 
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Executive Summary 
 

This report explores the impact of two large programs supported by Dubai Cares in Pakistan-Early 

Childhood Education (ECE) and Learning for Access (L4A).  ECE underscores early learning as a 

necessary foundational program in primary schools to help children transition to primary and 

beyond. L4A is a unique experiment that combines two critical strands; accelerated learning for out 

of school children and children enrolled in schools but at a risk to drop out, with whole school 

improvement initiatives that help sustain new intakes. The report explores the impact of various 

interventions offered under these two programs on the learning outcomes of children in four rural 

districts of Pakistan.  

The modelling approach compares learning outcomes in treatment and control schools at a point in 

time. The empirical specification includes the Pearson’s chi-square test to check if the results of 

treatment are significantly different from control, and the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression 

model to estimate an ‘education production function’.  

For ECE interventions, the results of the study show that there is a significant impact on the learning 

levels of children in ECE classrooms across the domains of language and literacy, basic mathematical 

concepts learnt, understanding of the world around, physical development, health and hygiene and 

creativity.  

For Learning for Access, the study shows that once school and teacher characteristics are controlled 

for, learning outcomes in Mathematics and English show a very pro male bias as boys perform 

better. For teacher characteristics, the study finds that the teacher’s gender is significantly 

correlated with learning outcomes for all three subjects with male teachers exhibiting higher pupil 

outcomes than female teachers. Teachers with at least BA qualifications and those with pre-service 

training have a positive impact on learning outcomes in the languages but not in Mathematics. For 

school characteristics, the study finds that girls studying in single-sex schools achieve better learning 

outcomes in Maths and English than those children studying in mixed schools. However, boys 

studying in boys-only schools appear to perform worse in the languages as compared to children in 

mixed schools.  

With regards to the intervention variables, there is no significant association of ‘soft interventions’ 

with student outcomes across the three competencies. Teacher training appears to either be 

insignificant or negatively associated with Urdu/Sindhi scores. However, there is a highly significant 

and positive teacher intervention with the introduction of para teachers- the L4A para teachers in 

particular and the ECE teachers to some extent. Infrastructure interventions do not appear to have 

improved outcomes in this short time frame and if anything, their association with learning 

outcomes appears to be negative. Finally, and most interestingly, even after controlling for a host of 

teacher and school level variables, the provision of kits continues to have significantly improved 

student outcomes across the three subjects with the effect being significantly higher in Maths than 

in Urdu or English.  
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Background 
 

Dubai Cares started working in Pakistan with Idara-e-Taleem-o-Agaahi (ITA) in 2008 to promote 

quality education for girls. It chose ITA as a lead partner and implementer along with Oxfam GB for 

the first project titled ‘Enhancing Girls Enrolment in Remote Areas of Pakistan in South Punjab’ 

aimed to create a positive learning environment in government schools with increased awareness 

and community engagement. The relevance of the set of interventions was amplified during the 

emergency response to the floods in 2010 that struck down villages in Punjab and Sindh. Encouraged 

by the good outcomes of the first project, Dubai Cares extended its support to ITA for a program 

titled ‘Enhancement of Girls Enrolment and Retention in Flood Affected Areas’ in 2013.  

ITA not only met but exceeded the targets and upon completion of the program, Dubai Cares 

directly offered support to ITA for a third ongoing program titled “Improving learning outcomes, 

enrolment and transitions from ECE to primary education especially for girls and vulnerable groups 

in Pakistan”. The program spans over a period of three years (January 2014-December 2016), 

targeting 520 schools with 385,000 beneficiaries. The designing of the program has been undertaken 

through consultations with multiple stakeholders and policy officials in Sindh, Balochistan and 

Punjab. The program aims to address quality and equity issues in education faced by Pakistan, 

specifically targeting early childhood education (3-5 years), enhanced enrolment and learning 

outcomes of out of school children, children at risk in school and transition from early childhood 

education to primary and post primary education.  It is as much informed by the provincial education 

sector plans as it is by the national/global commitments towards Millennium Development Goals 

(MDGs)/Education for All (EFA) targets and current debates to finalize the post 2015 development 

agenda. The project targets are aligned to the Global Partnership for Education (GPE) agreements in 

Sindh and Balochistan.  The scope of the program is intensively focused on Sindh, Balochistan and 

Punjab for all components whilst, selected innovative elements like the Children’s Literature Festival 

(CLF) and advocacy are nationwide.   
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Situational Analysis: 
 

Country’s Development Context 
 

Education in Pakistan is off track to meet MDGs and EFA targets. The literacy rate for population 10 

years and above at national level is 60 percent during 2012-13 as compared to 58percent in 2010-11. 

Literacy remains much higher in urban areas than in rural areas and much higher in men than in 

women. Province wise comparison reveals that Punjab leads with 62percent followed by Sindh with 

60 percent, KPK with 52 percent and Balochistan with 44 percent. (PSLM 2012-13) This limits the 

opportunity for households to achieve requisite skills for higher productivity and improved well-

being. Pakistan’s HDI ranking is 146 out of 186 countries (UNDP-HDR 2013); with a population of 183 

million, it is classified as a lower middle income country with almost 50 percent people classified as 

extremely vulnerable and poor1. Emergencies, conflicts and displacements have further intensified 

vulnerabilities. 

The GDP expenditure for education has remained around 2% of GDP for the past decade; a high 

proportion being spent on teachers’ salaries, leaving approximately 5 % for education reforms to 

improve quality interventions, such as, teachers training, curriculum and textbook development, 

assessment, provision of school facilities and monitoring & supervision. 

In spite of several progressive constitutional provisions and laws to uphold the status of girls and 

women equal to boys and men, traditional customs and patriarchal norms continue to hold back 

indicators of gender equality. However, some progress has been achieved over the years with 

primary GPI recorded at 0.9 (1.00 MDG target) and secondary GPI at 0.81 (0.94 MDG target). 

Accelerated efforts need to be made to reach the desirable GPI targets by 2015. 

 

Education Issues Addressed by the Project  
 

The project aims to address fundamental issues in education faced by Pakistan. In the 18the 

Amendment, education has been declared a fundamental right guaranteed by the inclusion of 

Article25A in the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan which states: “State shall provide 

free and compulsory education to all children of the age of five to sixteen years in such manner as 

may be determined by law. 

Since the passing of the 18 amendment education is a state obligation to provide quality education 

to all children 5-16 years of age. This is a formidable challenge for Pakistan where GER ECE is 44% 

(girls 45%,) NER primary (Age6-10) is 68% (girls 63%), NER middle (Age 11-13) is 38% (girls 33% ), NER 

secondary (age 14-15) is 25% (girls 23%); these comprise the four stages of education covered 

                                                           
1
 http://data.worldbank.org/country/pakistan 
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byarticle-25A for 5-16 year olds.2Pakistan has been listed as the country with the second highest Out 

of School Children (OOSC) after Nigeria with current estimates of primary OOSC as 5.7 million and 

for children between 5-16 as 25 million.3 

Each of the four provinces of the country after the 18 Amendment 2010 is responsible for making 

policies, curriculum, implementation and allocations for education. Each province has been 

deliberating and finalizing their enactment for implementing article 25-A, along with Education 

Sector Plans to address the challenges of access, equity and quality. To date Sindh has passed the 

Sindh Compulsory and Free Education Act 2013 and Balochistan has passed The Balochistan 

Compulsory and Free Education Ordinance, 2013; Punjab and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa have yet to 

debate and present the bills in their assemblies. Islamabad Capital Territory (ICT) was the first to 

pass the enactment in December 2012 but the rules for implementation are awaited. 

The governments of Sindh and Balochistan are engaged in the finalization of their Education Sector 

plans for eligibility to funding from the Global Partnership of Education (GPE) for US$ 66 million and 

US $33 million respectively providing cover to all age groups under article 25-A. 

Sindh: The Education and Literacy Department (E & LD) backed by the Minister and the Chief 

Secretary are completing the Sindh Education Sector Plan (SESP) 2014-2018 with engagement of the 

Local Education Group (LEG), facilitated by UNICEF. Sindh has almost finalized the Sindh Education 

Reform Program (SERP) II with the World Bank which is also embedded in the SESP 2014-18. Sindh 

remains one of the most educationally deprived provinces next to Balochistan in terms of education 

and gender gaps due to very stark challenges of governance in both rural and urban areas. It has 

60% presence of private sector schools in urban areas, falling to 10% in rural areas where 90% 

population is enrolled in public sector schools. Sindh’s statistics are as follows: GER ECE 32%; NER 

Primary 59%; NER Middle 34% NER Secondary 23%. Of the 43,494 public sector schools, 91.7% are 

primary; 5% middle and only 3 % secondary and .3% higher secondary. 

Balochistan: The province has the lowest indicators in education but has finalized an education 

sector plan. It has 7% presence of private sector schools and 93% public sector schools. 82% 

population is served by the public sector schools. GER ECE 30%; NER Primary 49% , NER Middle 24%, 

NER Secondary 13%. Of 12347 public sector schools, 85% are primary; 9% middle, only 6 % 

secondary and 0.01% higher secondary. The Balochistan leadership; the Chief Minister, Education 

Minister and Secretary remain committed to the sector.  

Punjab: The Education Sector Plan in Punjab is backed by the highest political will. The education 

initiative is called the Chief Minister’s Schools Reforms Road Map. This is an ambitious program 

which rests on three pillars, every child in school, and every child stays in school and every child 

learns well. It is directly supervised by the Chief Minister Punjab and his senior most team across 

education, planning and finance ministries. The government has just completed its enrolment 

emergency campaign in October 2013 claiming an enhanced enrolment of 3.5 million which has to 

stand to test of time for sustained attendance and improved learning outcomes. Punjab follows a 

sector wide approach from ECE to primary, middle and secondary level of education supporting 

missing facilities, need based teacher recruitment, cluster based trainings and monitoring support. 

                                                           
2
 PSLM 2011-12 

3
GMR UNESCO (2013) 
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Punjab is targeting with enhanced focused on 11 worst performing districts for a major turnaround. 

A quarterly district based ranking system is aggressively pursued through monthly monitoring 

tracking 14 indicators. Punjab has shown some positive results in key indicators but is challenged in 

11 districts of South Punjab. 

The presence of private schools in urban areas is 90%, falling to only 43 % in rural areas. 57% 

population is served by the public sector schools. The GER ECE 50%; NER Primary 74% ; NER Middle 

40% NER Secondary 28%. Of 57,998, public sector schools, 76% are primary; 13% middle and only 

11% secondary and higher secondary. 

Quality is critical to sustain access at all levels of education in Pakistan and is a challenge faced by all 

provinces. Quality entails six pillars: i) trained teachers, ii) continuous professional development 

opportunities, iii) curriculum relevance, iv) improved and timely delivery of textbooks, v) conducive 

learning environment and vi) credible learning assessment system. 

The government is cognizant of these six pillars as endorsed in the National Education Policy 2009 

but is also aware of the gap between benchmarks, policy actions and actual implementation. As 

highlighted by ASER annually there is a considerable gap of learning levels between girls and boys in 

urban and rural. 

Socio-Economic, political and cultural conditions 
Pakistan is a country with 9000 years of heritage and rich civilizations in each province. 

Sindh: Sindh is home to 42 million population2. It is famous for the Moheni-jo–daro civilization 5000 

B.C, a UNESCO heritage site, but with complex feudal traditions and a fractured political scenario. 

Sindh suffers from a severe urban rural divide and unsettled migrant ethnic communities in urban 

settlements especially Karachi a mega city home to over 22 million people. It borders with India in 

east, Balochistan in west and Punjab in north. Sindh has 24 districts with the mega city of Karachi 

being recently divided into 5 districts for administrative attention and development. 

Sindh has a rich cultural history, steeped in famous sufi traditions of Bhit Shah (Matiari) and Shabaz 

Qalandar (Sehwan). Sindh is home to diverse communities of Muslims, Hindus, Christians, Parsis, and 

ethnic groups: Muhajirs (Urdu speaking groups migrants 1947), Balochis; Pashtoons; Bengalis; 

Burmese etc. Sadly education planning is never undertaken keeping diversity and displaced 

populations in mind. 

 Sukkur is a divisional headquarter district with low levels of indicators. Its Literacy Rank is 4 
and Primary NER (Age 6-10) is 66% (Girls 57%)  

 Skikarpur Literacy Rank is 10 and Primary NER (Age 6-10) is 55% (Girls 47%) 
 

Balochistan: The largest province but with only 9.06 million population has some of the lowest social 

indicators. It has been at the centre of an intense conflict since the past 08 years and for decades 

due to continued under development in spite of providing rich energy resources to the rest of the 

country. It is home to Pakistan’s oldest civilization of Mehergarh dated at 9000 B.C. Culturally, it is a 

rich province bordering with Iran and Afghanistan, and has 800 kilometres of coastline with the 

Arabian Sea and home to the Gwadar Port in district Gwadar. Its communities are linguistically rich 

and culturally diverse: Balochis, Brauhis, Persian and Punjabis (settlers). 
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 Quetta is the capital city . Its Literacy Rank is 1 and Primary NER (Age 6-10) is 77% (Girls 63%) 

 Lasbela borders with Sindh province, its Literacy Rank is 22 and Primary NER (Age 6-10) is 
40% (Girls 28%) 

 

Punjab: Historically, Punjab has been a riverside agrarian society and home to ancient civilizations 

sites in Harrapa and Taxilla. Punjab borders India on the east, Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa on the west, 

Balochistan in the southwest, Sindh in the south and Azad Kashmir in the north. The province has a 

population of almost 100 million and is the fastest urbanising province in the country. While 

agriculture continues to be an important contributor, with the passage of time, the shares of 

services and manufacturing have become larger. Services sector is the largest in the economy of the 

Punjab at 54%, with agriculture and industry combined contributing 46%4. 

 Dera Ghazi Khan literacy rank is 35 and primary NER (Age 6-10) is 57% (Girls 52%) 

 Muzaffargarh is ranked 36 in terms of literacy and primary NER (Age 6-10) is 55% (Girls 48%) 

 Rahim Yar Khan is ranked 30 in terms of literacy and primary NER (Age 6-10) is 52% (Girls 
47%)  

 

Project’s Alignment with Relevant National/Local Policy Frameworks 
 

National Education Policy 

All provincial education sector plans are endorsed and are aligned to the National Education Policy 

(NEP) 2009 and the National Curriculum 2006. The NEP 2009 is designed as a sector wide policy from 

ECE to secondary and tertiary education including technical vocational training, non-formal 

education and literacy. The project in turn is informed by the sector plans and NEP 2009; it is 

furthermore underpinned by article 25-A/Right to Education (RTE) movement for 5-16 years of 

children. 

NEP 2009 proposes policy action for reforms in ECE, Primary & Elementary Education. With regard to 

ECE, NEP 2009 laid emphasis on improvement in quality of ECE based on a concept of holistic 

development of children. It also suggests policy action for Universal Elementary Education (“All4 

Children – boys and girls – shall be brought inside school by the year 2015”)5. 

The National Education Policy 2009 (NEP 2009) does allow for provincial implementation plans along 

with inter-provincial coordination at federal level. In a joint declaration issued at the end of a high 

level Education Conference presided by the Prime Minister and attended by all provincial Chief 

Ministers and Education Ministers on 17the September 2011, it is re-affirmed that NEP 2009 will 

continue to serve as a guiding policy for the provinces. 

The project provides support to respective provincial governments by implementing sector reforms 

                                                           
4 Ali Cheema*, Lyyla Khalid** and Manasa Patnam:”The Geography of Poverty: Evidence from the Punjab” The Lahore Journal of 
Economics Special Edition (September 2008): pp. 163-188 
5

NEP 2009 page # 28 
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related to ECE and Primary with regards to access and quality challenges but also ensures full 

ownership of the government to underwrite the project targets and continuity through 

mainstreaming innovative models demonstrated through the project. 

 

Project’s Alignment with Relevant International Global Policy Debates  
 

The project is informed as much by local educations sector plans as it is by global commitments 

MDGs/EFA and the current debates to finalize the Post 2015 Development agenda. Recently a 

National Plan of Action to Accelerate Education Related MDGs 2013-16 – Achieving UPE Quality 

Primary Education in Pakistan (Sept 2013 MoE) has been supported by UNESCO and UNICEF through 

Ministry of Education, Training and Higher Education Standard to Learning + Access. 

Education Goals for Post 2015 period are essentially based on two critical strands: 

a) Transition possibilities for each child whatever their circumstances from ECE, primary to lower 
secondary and, 

b) Quality as captured by measurable learning outcomes 

GMR Proposed 2015 Goals for Education (GMR UNESCO 2013) 

Two of the five proposed goals of GMR UNESCO 2013 are: 

 Completion of early childhood education, primary and lower secondary education 

Ensure that by 2030 all children and adolescents, whatever their circumstances, have equal access 
to, and complete, comprehensive early childhood education, primary and lower secondary 
education 

 Quality of early childhood education, primary and lower secondary education 

Provide comprehensive early childhood education, primary and lower secondary education of 
sufficient quality to ensure that by 2030 all children and adolescents, whatever their circumstances, 
have an equal chance of achieving recognized and measurable learning outcomes especially in 
literacy and numeracy 
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Project Components 

The project builds on the core concept of promoting education transitions with a particular 
focus on learning outcomes especially for girls and vulnerable groups in Pakistan. Our core 
research is focused around the following core components: 
 

 
Establishing quality “Early Childhood Education (ECE) in primary 
government schools for holistic experiential learning and 
transition from pre-primary to primary education  

 

 To provide experiential learning opportunities to 35000-40,000 children in 
400 schools over 30 months for successful transition to primary level in Sindh 
and Balochistan provinces. 

 To hire and train 400 para teachers along with 400 Government/Private 
school teachers in ECE curriculum, pedagogies and assessment system 

 To train cluster head teachers, and 150 field officers /trainers such as DTEs 
(govt. District Teacher Educator), supervisors, ADEOs/AEOs and relevant 
personnel on ECE to make the intervention sustainable for the entire district 

 To raise awareness among 2,000 SC/SMC members (400 schools × 05) on the 
importance and need of ECE 

 To develop modules on ECE curriculum, early learning developing standards 
(ELDS) and assessment to influence B.Ed ECE courses in pre–service and in-
service training of teachers 

 To undertake baseline prior to the launch of the segment with a research 
design to measure impact through the life of the project 

 
Establishing “Learning for Access" Program to provide access and 
accelerated learning opportunities to Out of School Children 
(OOSC) and support for school improvement where the OOSC will 
be mainstreamed 

 

 To provide Accelerated Learning Program (Chalo Parho Barho Program) to 
20,800 OOSC age 05-12 years 

 To mainstream 14,560 (70%) of Out of School Children (Drop out/Never 
Enrolled) 

 To ensure retention of 10,192 (70%) mainstreamed children 

 To improve Learning levels of 15,600 In-school children (grade 4-5) at risk of 
dropping out 

 To improve school learning environment in 520 target schools 

  Capacity building of 2,080 teachers of target schools 

 Capacity building of 2,600 School Council / Parent Teacher School 
Management Committee Members 
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Project Implementation strategy 

Scope (Component 1 & 2 combined): 

Province District 
Number of 

Schools 
Planned No. of Direct 

Beneficiaries (Children) 

Sindh  
(ECE, L4A) 

Sukkur 190 71,725 

Shikarpur 100 37,750 

Karachi 10 3,775 

Sub Total 300 113,250 

Baluchistan 
(ECE, L4A) 

Lasbela 80 30,200 

Qila Saf ullah 15 5663 

Quetta 5 1887 

Sub Total 100 37,750 

Punjab  
(L4A) 

Rahim Yar Khan 50 14,500 

Muzaffargarh 60 17,400 

Lahore 10 2,900 

Sub Total 120 34,800 

Grand Total 520 185,800 

Note: Above table covers Learning 4 Access component as well 

Early Childhood Education will be implemented over two phases over 30 months :each 

phase is 15 months long. The total number of 400 schools will divide equally between the 

two phases, with 200 schools in each phase. 

Learning for Access will be implemented over two phases over 24 months: each phase is 12 

months long. The total number of 520 schools will divide equally between the two phases, 

with 260 schools in each phase. 

Data 
The data is collected by National Commission for Human Development, a semi-government 

not for profit organization working in the education sector of Pakistan. The data is collected 

from four districts of Sukkur (66 schools), Shikarpur (32 schools), Lasbela (20 schools) and 

Muzaffargarh (20 schools). It provides information on basic schools’ characteristics, 

teachers’ characteristics, children’s characteristics and children’s assessment scores. (See 

Annex 1 for data description of variables for school characteristics, teacher characteristics, 

and children’s (ECE and primary) characteristics) 
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The second phase 

results are expected 

in December 2015 

and the third phase 

results are expected 

in December 2016. 

 

Early Childhood Education (ECE) 

 

 

Methodology 

 
The questionnaire has been designed to gauge learning outcomes of children in ECE 
classrooms across seven domains: personal and social development, language and literacy, 
basic mathematical concepts, the world around us, physical development, health and 
hygiene and creativity. For the purpose of this study, ten children from each school’s ECE 
classroom were randomly selected and analyzed for their learning outcomes, based on the 
perspectives of their respective teachers. In this part of the paper, we focus on analyzing the 
relationship between the interventions and the outcomes across the said domains. The 
analysis compares outcomes at three grade levels: good, satisfactory and not satisfactory 
between treatment and control groups. The key interventions include provision of trained 
teachers for ECE classrooms, learning materials for the teachers that consist of ECE teaching 
manuals and lesson plans, ECE learning kit to be used by teachers for students and ECE 
customized furniture. (See Annex 2 for pictures of ECE material provided) 
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Key Results

Treatment is statistically different from 

control (*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1) 
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Learning for Access 

Methodology 

The questionnaires have been designed to gauge several outcomes. In this part of 
the paper, we focus on analyzing the relationship between the interventions and 
student outcomes in Mathematics, English and Urdu. Firstly, it is important to note 
that at this point there was no initial baseline data collected prior to the 
interventions. Therefore, only limited analysis can be conducted that allows for 
correlational relationships to be established through the use of control groups. This 
current data collection, will however, provide a baseline for future analysis.  
 
Our modelling approach involves the comparison of learning outcomes in treatment 
versus control schools at a given point in time. The empirical specification to be used 
in this, the first instance, is an Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression model. This 
involves estimating the relationship between learning outcomes (measured 
separately based on test scores in mathematics, English and Urdu language 
outcomes) to estimate what is typically known in the literature as an ‘education 
production function’. In this equation, we control for a wide range of variables 
including pupil characteristics, teacher characteristics and school related variables 
that may directly or indirectly influence a child’s experience and hence learning 
outcomes. The ‘impact of the intervention6’ is measured by the coefficient on an 
‘intervention’ variable that controls for the specific intervention. As it may be the 
case that any specific intervention does not have only a direct impact on the 
outcome of interest but interacts with other interventions to impact on the 
outcome. Different intervention measures are therefore also interacted with each 
other to identify any possible interaction effects.  
 
In this study, the following equation (1) is estimated for identifying the association of 
different interventions on student learning outcomes: 
 
Aijk = α + ωIk+ βXi + λTj + ɣSk+ εijk       (1)
   

 
Where Aijk is the achievement of the ith pupil in the jth subject in the kth school. 

This achievement is determined by a vector of the student’s personal and family 

characteristics (X), school characteristics (S) and teacher characteristics (T).The 

specific intervention is captured by I.  In the equation ɛijk is the error term.  

When further data become available (during the course of the year/s), a more robust 
empirical methodology – a difference in difference - can be used. This will allow us to 

                                                           
6
 It should be noted that these results cannot be interpreted as causal for the many reasons already noted in 

the text above.  
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capture shifts in the outcome measures within treatment schools as compared to 
control schools that occur since the interventions have been introduced.   
 
An important caveat to this analysis is that it entails assuming that at the baseline, 
both control and treatment schools were at similar levels in relation to all the 
outcomes of interest and therefore any later differences observed in these outcomes 
are due solely to the interventions. This also highlights another key assumption, 
which is that the control variables that are ultimately included in the regression 
estimates are comprehensive enough and that the methodologies used are rigorous 
enough to control for any other factors behind these differences. This is mainly of 
concern if these differences are systemic and non-random in nature.  
 
This study is, however, based on the collection of tremendously rich data that 

hopefully allow the control of numerous observable and possibly unobserved factors 

that determine student learning. As mentioned before, the dependent variables of 

interest in this analysis are the test scores of the pupils in specially administered 

tests in Mathematics, English and Urdu/Sindhi. When we plot the Epanechnikov kernel 

densities of marks in the three subjects, their their distributions differ considerably (Figure 

1-3). To render the marks in these subjects comparable, we compute z-scores by subtracting 

the overall mean of the score in that subject from the student’s actual score and dividing by 

the standard deviation of the score in that subject. The z-scores of the subject marks are 

then used as the dependent variables and, by construction, have mean 0 and standard 

deviation 1.  

Figure 1: Kernel Density Estimate: NCARITHMETIC 
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Figure 2: Kernel Density Estimate: NCURDU 

 

Figure 3: Kernel Density Estimate: NCENGLISH 
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The key independent variables of interest are the intervention variables. These are: 

1) Soft interventions 

2) Teacher training 

3) Infrastructure and 

4) Kits supply/provision 

Soft Interventions 

Soft interventions include the mobilization of an accelerated learning program called Chalo 

Parho Barho (CPB) in schools that help children with basic numeracy and literacy skills, a 

Student’s Club that engages children across classrooms in various extra-curricular activities, a 

School Development Plan that addresses different developmental needs of the schools. The 

following variables have been constructed to measure the impact of the said interventions: 

Variable Name Description 

Attendcpbcamp =1 if child attends the CPB camp, =0 otherwise 

Schoolclub =1 if School Club is formed, =0 otherwise 

Schooldevelopmentplan =1 is School Development Plan is mobilized, =0 otherwise 

 

These variables might have a positive correlation with the children’s learning levels for children 

who attended the CPB camp, or studied in a school where the School Club and the School 

Development Plan were mobilized. 

Teacher Training 

Teacher trainings include trainings given to government and para teachers for the accelerated 

learning program, CPB for basic numeracy and literacy skills, and other subjects taught in 

classrooms. The following variables have been constructed to measure the impact of the said 

interventions: 

Variable Name Description 

Itacpbtraining =1 if teacher attends the CPB training, =0 otherwise 

Itasubjecttraining =1 if teacher attends the Subject-based training, =0 otherwise 

 

These variables might have a positive correlation with the children’s learning levels for children 

who were taught by a teacher who had been given CPB and Subject-based training. 

Infrastructure 

Infrastructure includes provision of hard facilities: pre-primary classroom, primary classroom, 

elementary classroom, secondary classroom, veranda room, water facility, drinking water 

facility, toilets, main gate, playground, telephone, boundary wall, whitewash and electricity. 

Variable Name Description 

Preclassbyita Variable =1 if Pre-Primary Class Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

Primaryclassbyita Variable =1 if Primary Class Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

elementaryclassbyita Variable =1 if Elementary Class Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

secondaryclassbyita Variable =1 if Secondary Class Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

Verandaroombyita Variable =1 if Veranda Room Provided by ITA, =0 if not 
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Waterfacilitybyita Variable =1 if Water Facility Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

drinkingwaterbyita Variable =1 if Drinking Water Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

Toiletbyita Variable =1 if Toilet Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

Maingatebyita Variable =1 if Maingate Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

Playgroundbyita Variable =1 if Playground Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

Telephonebyita Variable =1 if Telephone Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

boundarywallbyita Variable =1 if Boundary Wall Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

Whitewashbyita Variable =1 if WhiteWash Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

Electricitybyita Variable =1 if Electricity Wiring Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

 

These variables might have a positive correlation with children’s’ learning levels as they help 

uplift the school environment that allows for creative and holistic learning development of the 

children attending the school. 

Kits Provision 

The kits classify as Teacher's Learning Materials (TLM's) provided to the schools. They include 
the following: 
  
Reading Kit: Reading kit is made up of a set of 80-100 books packed in a customized bag; books 
contained are for children from grades1-5 and help to keep them interested and build their 
vocabulary/ideas. The reading kit also contains supplementary reading material for teachers that 
they can use in classrooms; the kit is supported with globes and maps. 
 
Primary/Science Kit: Primary/Science kit includes manuals, charts and props to teach language, 
math, science and other subjects to children in an interactive manner. The props are low cost 
materials including bells, balloons, clocks, balls, beakers, prisms etc. The teachers are able to 
explain experiments/difficult concepts mentioned in textbooks through practical 
demonstrations. 
 
Health & Hygiene Kit: Health & hygiene kit contains a first aid box, health messages, health 
checklist, story books with a focus on the importance of health, school observation sheets, 
badges for health monitors and a manual. Selected health monitors maintain health checklists 
and assign stars with different colors to fellow students, encouraging a sense of healthy 
competition amongst the children. 
 
Sports Kit: Sports kit is made up of different equipment/material for sports/games including 
cricket, football, badminton and board games to promote extra-curricular activities within 
students that encourage interpersonal skills and teamwork. Girls who asked for cricket sets got 
those too! 
 

Variable Name Description 

Readingkitbyita Variable =1 if School Reading Kits In Use, =0 if not 

Sciencekitbyita Variable =1 if School Science Kit In Use, =0 if not 

Primarykitbyita Variable =1 if School Primary Kit In Use, =0 if not 

Healthkitbyita Variable =1 if School Health Kit In Use, =0 if not 

Sportskitbyita Variable =1 if School Sports Kit In Use, =0 if not 

 

These variables should have a positive correlation with the children’s learning levels for children 

who played, used or were taught using these kits. (See Annex 3 for pictures of kits provided) 
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Discussion of Key Results 
Descriptive Statistics 

Variable    Obs Mean  Std. Dev.  Min   Max 

zmaths    2728 .0006723 1.000484 -1.807117 .9924114 

zurdu  2738 -.0036218 .9999095 -1.956841 1.146818 

zenglish  2733 .0026317 1.000664 -1.386375 1.229859 
 

softinterv~n  2922     .4075975     .4914717           0            1 

teachertra~g  2922     .1019849     .3026803           0            1 

infrastruc~e  2922     .3603696     .4801898           0            1 

kitsprovis~n  2922     .3720055     .4834226           0            1 

 ravens   2759     4.244291     3.363378           0           10 
 

gender(male=1) 2922     .6409993     .4797895           0            1 

age  2922     8.687543     1.806425           4           14 

agesquare  2922     78.73546     32.16702        16          196 

age_starts~l 2922     5.634497     1.732905           3           13 

 mealsperday 2789     2.793474     .4920608           1            4 
 

schooldist~s  2808  12.46011     8.270273 0           70 

oldersibli~s  2694 2.953229     2.209599          0           18 

youngersib~s  2635  2.349905     1.745304           0           18 

canreadmot~r  2922  .220397    .4145853           0            1 

canreadnoone  2922 .1098563      .312764           0            1 
 

hearingpro~m  2922     .0184805     .134704          0            1 

homeworkhelp  2922    .7241615     .4470123           0            1 

 wealthindex  2922     8.770021     4.97269           0           25 

  pipedwater  2729    .5485526     .4977283           0            1 

  puccahouse  2759     .5313519     .4991065           0            1 
 

homeworkti~1  2689     .7976943     .4017936           0            1 

privatetui~1  2579     .4559907      .498156           0            1 

  teacherage  2832     39.94668     9.530834          18           80 

teacherage~e  2832     1686.542     761.9653         324         6400 

tgender(tmale=1)2923 .29935     .4580517           0            1 
 

headteacher  2922     .2265572     .4186753           0            1 

regulartea~r  2922      .573922       .49459           0            1 

ecepara  2922     .0482546     .2143405           0            1 

l4apara  2922     .0143737     .1190461           0            1 

teacherba  2891     .7606365     .4267688           0            1 
 

tpreservice  2922     .3826146     .4861086           0            1 

boys_school  2884     .4424411      .496762           0            1 

girls_school  2884     .2385576     .4262756           0            1 

snoturdu_m~m 2884     .5485437     .4977242           0            1 

punjab   2933     .2110467      .408121           0            1 
 

sindh   2933     .6379134     .4806856           0            1 

balochistan  2933     .1343334     .3410684           0            1 
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Regression Analysis Results 

Table X below shows the results from OLS achievement production functions estimated 

separately for maths, Urdu and English outcomes. In this first specification reported in the 

table, the OLS regression is estimated using a rich vector of individual and household level 

variables. The vector of individual variables includes the standard variables such as child age, 

gender, the age at which the child started school and richer variables aiming to capture 

more nuanced aspects such as those relating to nutrition (number of meals a child eats in a 

day), health (whether the child reports any hearing difficulties), parental education 

(mother’s literacy), family educational inputs (private tuition and help with homework) etc. 

The regression also controls for household socio-economic status (SES) through a wealth 

index that has been computed as weighted average based on self-reported assets held by 

the household.  

The estimation of educational production functions are seriously marred by the fact that a 

child’s innate ability cannot typically be accounted for within modelling frameworks. As a 

result, this ‘unobserved’ ability, is often relegated to the error term and can be correlated 

both with a child’s learning outcomes as well as other measured used as controls within the 

regression. This can seriously bias any estimates obtained thereof. One step aimed at 

addressing this concern in situations where sophisticated modelling techniques are not 

available is to use proxies for innate ability. One such proxy measure is provided by the 

‘Ravens’ score. Due to its non-verbal nature (presumably resulting in independence from 

reading, writing and language skills) and its simplicity of use and interpretation has resulted 

in it being a very common and popular test administered in educational settings to assess a 

child’s cognitive ability. The test itself typically involves matching progressively more 

advanced patterns over a series of 60 questions7.   

The kernel density estimates of the Ravens score are depicted in Figure 4 below. 

 

 

 

  

                                                           
7
 This version of the Ravens test was adapted to include a sub-set of questions due to limitations of time and 

budget.  
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Figure 4: Kernel Density Estimate: RAVENS 

 

There are some interesting results apparent from the first cut results presented in Table X 

below. In the first instance, we focus our attention on the child’s individual characteristics 

and their ‘effect’ on the learning outcomes. The Ravens score is positively and highly 

significantly correlated to achievement in all subjects. This is a result to be expected. 

Similarly, along the lines of Pakistani as well as international literature, the results in this 

study corroborate the finding that a child’s gender is correlated differentially between 

mathematics and language. As shown below, boys appear to perform significantly better 

than girls in Mathematics, with girls performing significantly better in languages (Urdu and 

English). For example, girls perform 0.1 standard deviations better than boys in English. 

Similarly, whilst there are some counterintuitive results, most variables appear to have the 

expected signs. For example, children eating more meals/day, spending more time on 

homework and private tuition or having help with school work at home perform better than 

those without assistance. It is also interesting to see that both Balochistan and Sindh – the 

two provincial fixed effects – have negative signs and this suggests that the outcomes of 

children in both these provinces are worse than those of children in Punjab even after 

controlling for a rich array of factors. While the ‘raw’ differences in learning outcomes are 

consistently observed even in ASER data, this study confirms that these regional differences 

prevail even after one controls for a number of other factors.  

In terms of our key variables of interest relating to the association of the particular 

interventions on learning outcomes, the findings suggest that kits provision has a significant 

positive impact on all three- Mathematics, Urdu and English - outcomes. For example, it 

would seem that the provision of kits enhances mathematics scores by as much as 0.3 
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perverse effect on Urdu scores. Similarly, infrastructure provision appears to be negatively 

correlated with the three learning outcomes. Soft interventions  are not shown to have any 

significant relationship with any learning outcome. 

Table X 

Variables zscore 
Mathematics 

zscore  
Urdu 

zscore 
English 

Intervention Variables 

Softintervention -0.0187 -0.0151 0.0284 

 (0.0478) (0.0455) (0.0463) 

Teachertraining -0.0566 -0.210** -0.0556 

 (0.0906) (0.0882) (0.0805) 

Infrastructure -0.207*** -0.127*** -0.130*** 

 (0.0521) (0.0484) (0.0499) 

Kitsprovision 0.295*** 0.182*** 0.162** 

 (0.0672) (0.0619) (0.0650) 

Child & Household Characteristics 

Ravens 0.0822*** 0.0879*** 0.0884*** 

 (0.00672) (0.00679) (0.00637) 

Male 0.0458 -0.0922** -0.0980** 

 (0.0413) (0.0410) (0.0402) 

Age 0.0551 -0.0434 0.00670 

 (0.0830) (0.0818) (0.0765) 

age2 -0.00737 0.00100 -0.00380 

 (0.00460) (0.00452) (0.00431) 

age_startschool -0.0218* -0.0263** 0.0146 

 (0.0127) (0.0129) (0.0128) 

Mealsperday 0.0709 0.103** 0.120*** 

 (0.0433) (0.0424) (0.0402) 

schooldistanceminutes 0.00524** 0.0112*** 0.00160 

 (0.00258) (0.00231) (0.00246) 

Oldersiblings 0.0183* 0.00193 0.00346 

 (0.00941) (0.00965) (0.00922) 

Youngersiblings 0.0107 0.0135 0.00588 

 (0.0110) (0.0100) (0.0102) 

Canreadmother -0.0584 -0.0474 0.0279 

 (0.0480) (0.0468) (0.0465) 

Canreadnoone 0.0710 -0.0936 0.00490 

 (0.0711) (0.0700) (0.0653) 

Hearingproblem 0.0190 0.0572 -0.0490 

 (0.129) (0.110) (0.0826) 

Homeworkhelp 0.224*** 0.0892* 0.0776 

 (0.0537) (0.0520) (0.0509) 

Wealthindex -0.0182*** -0.0246*** -0.0310*** 
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 (0.00518) (0.00503) (0.00495) 

Pipedwater 0.0643 0.0549 0.0902** 

 (0.0419) (0.0417) (0.0400) 

Puccahouse 0.0739* 0.0788* 0.172*** 

 (0.0417) (0.0414) (0.0406) 

homeworktime1 0.243*** 0.243*** 0.181*** 

 (0.0603) (0.0597) (0.0560) 

privatetuition1 0.0279 0.0649 0.0628 

 (0.0465) (0.0467) (0.0460) 

Province Fixed Effects 

Balochistan -0.876*** -0.790*** -0.724*** 

 (0.0879) (0.0919) (0.0845) 

Sindh -0.613*** -0.692*** -1.001*** 

 (0.0593) (0.0589) (0.0619) 

    

Constant -0.266 0.109 0.114 

 (0.396) (0.397) (0.361) 

    

Observations 1,791 1,799 1,795 

R-squared 0.278 0.312 0.366 
Note: Robust standard errors in parentheses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

However, this Table only depicts an initial ‘baseline’ specification that controls only for child 

characteristics. Therefore, more stringent results are presented in Table XX below. It should  

also be noted that this data has been collected a very short time frame since 

implementation of the interventions and hence any ‘impact’ at this stage can only be limited 

in nature. Future data collections will allow for these impacts to be recognised further once 

the interventions are fully embedded within the schools.  

Table xx below extends the standard production function by including a parsimonious set of 

school and teacher variables. For the teachers, these include variables such as teacher age, 

gender,  education level, whether the teacher has received pre-service training and teacher 

contract status etc. At the school level, we control for aspects such as whether it is a boys or 

girls only school (compared to a base of a mixed school) and medium of instruction.  

In terms of the key findings, an interesting result is that after controlling for school and 

teacher characteristics, performance in Mathematics and English show a very pro male bias. 

This result appears to be contrary to what was apparent in Table x. This could be because 

school and teacher characteristics which were not accounted for in the previous 

specification (and therefore relegated to the error term) are now included within this second 

specification and therefore any relationships between school and teacher characteristics and 

pupil characteristics (in particular gender) result in the coefficient on those pupil 

characteristics altering between the two specifications. One explanation for this change in 

relation to gender specifically could be the fact that learning outcomes in Maths and 

languages in these sort of settings tend to be driven within the schooling system as 

compared to within the household. So whilst pro-male biases within the household may 
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manifest themselves in differential enrolments across the genders, pro-male biases within 

the household are less amenable to manifesting in test scores as households themselves 

may be limited in how much they can improve their sons’ educational outcomes in Maths, 

English and Urdu (parents themselves may have limited understanding of these subjects) as 

compared to daughters’. However, unfortunately, contrary to the purpose of education, 

sometimes these gender biases manifest themselves within the educational system and we 

find that boys perform better in these subjects.  

Focusing now on the teacher characteristics, this study finds that teacher gender is 

significantly correlated with learning outcomes for all three subjects with male teachers 

exhibiting higher pupil outcomes than female teachers. As expected, teachers with at least 

BA qualifications and those with pre-service training are also positively associated with 

higher learning outcomes in the languages but not in Mathematics. Moving on to school 

characteristics, the study finds that girls studying in single-sex schools achieve better 

learning outcomes in Maths and English than those children studying in mixed schools. 

However, boys studying in boys-only schools appear to perform worse in the languages as 

compared to children in mixed schools. Children studying in English and /or Sindhi medium 

schools appear to perform better than those in Urdu medium schools in languages although 

this is not observed for mathematics outcomes.  

Finally, and most importantly, we turn our attention to the intervention variables. In terms 

of the ‘soft interventions’,  even after controlling for school and teacher characteristics, we 

find that there is no significant association of these interventions with student outcomes  

across the three competencies. Teacher training appears to either be insignificant or 

negatively associated with Urdu/Sindhi scores. One possible explanation for this perverse 

finding could be that during the trainings Urdu/Sindhi skills were not attended to since the 

languages are native and could have been ‘assumed’ to have been known. However, a very 

encouraging, highly significant and positive teacher intervention is that relating to the 

introduction of para teachers. As shown in the table below, the L4A para teachers in 

particular and the ECE teachers to some extent, introduced by ITA, have exhibited 

substantially improved learning outcomes for children. Infrastructure interventions do not 

appear to have improved outcomes in this short time frame and if anything, their association 

with learning outcomes appears to be negative. This could be reflecting the fact that 

infrastructure was provided in those schools where children have very poor learning 

outcomes. This in itself makes sense as those schools in most need of infrastructure are also 

likely to be catering to the more deprived and underperforming areas. Therefore the 

coefficient on the infrastructure intervention may be picking up the unobserved negative 

bias associated with attending a school with poor facilities in a deprived area as opposed to 

indicating the “impact” of the infrastructure intervention.  However, their impact on 

enrolment and dropout rates may well be different. Finally, and most interestingly, even 

after controlling for a host of teacher and school level variables, the provision of kits 

continues to have significantly improved student outcomes  across the three subjects with 

the effect being significantly higher in Maths than in Urdu or English. It is worth delving 

deeper into this differential result. Why would the provision of kits appear to improve 

mathematics scores more than for the two languages? One possible explanation could be 

that these kits assist in the development of critical thinking which assists in mathematics 
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concepts or thinking in some way. Learning outcomes in Maths and teachers’ ability to teach 

Maths in developing countries, according to previous research, has been a key problem. 

Several reasons for this have been given including the fact that teachers themselves do not 

have the requisite knowledge to teach the subject and even in instances where they do they 

are unable to transfer this knowledge and understanding to pupils. The differential result in 

maths may be explained by the fact that the learning kits help teachers to fill in any of their 

own knowledge gaps in mathematics or provide those who have the knowledge with a 

better tool with which to communicate and transfer that knowledge to pupils.  

Table XX: 

Variables zscore 
Mathematics 

zscore 
Urdu 

zscore 
English 

Intervention variables    

Softintervention -0.0321 -0.0680 -0.00861 

 (0.0495) (0.0474) (0.0480) 

Teachertraining -0.0543 -0.241*** -0.0818 

 (0.0924) (0.0881) (0.0817) 

Infrastructure -0.195*** -0.0865* -0.101* 

 (0.0550) (0.0514) (0.0536) 

Kitsprovision 0.295*** 0.167*** 0.148** 

 (0.0679) (0.0615) (0.0649) 

Child & household characteristics 

Ravens 0.0856*** 0.0866*** 0.0855*** 

 (0.00685) (0.00690) (0.00643) 

Male 0.187*** 0.114** 0.0952** 

 (0.0484) (0.0472) (0.0440) 

Age -0.0752 -0.158** -0.101 

 (0.0831) (0.0789) (0.0756) 

age2 -0.000338 0.00700 0.00179 

 (0.00458) (0.00437) (0.00424) 

age_startschool -0.0198 -0.0193 0.0229* 

 (0.0134) (0.0130) (0.0132) 

Mealsperday 0.0832* 0.0899** 0.107*** 

 (0.0452) (0.0440) (0.0408) 

schooldistanceminutes 0.00457 0.0109*** -0.000477 

 (0.00282) (0.00257) (0.00257) 

Oldersiblings 0.0164* -0.00381 -0.00162 

 (0.00950) (0.0101) (0.00945) 

Youngersiblings 0.0103 0.0213* 0.0113 

 (0.0121) (0.0109) (0.0111) 

Canreadmother -0.0508 -0.0491 0.0652 

 (0.0508) (0.0496) (0.0482) 

Canreadnoone 0.111 -0.0848 0.0230 

 (0.0705) (0.0673) (0.0646) 
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Hearingproblem -0.0159 0.0219 -0.0482 

 (0.137) (0.120) (0.0934) 

Homeworkhelp 0.254*** 0.135** 0.0733 

 (0.0548) (0.0526) (0.0505) 

Wealthindex -0.0162*** -0.0232*** -0.0280*** 

 (0.00548) (0.00522) (0.00506) 

Pipedwater 0.0455 0.00420 0.0180 

 (0.0445) (0.0439) (0.0417) 

Puccahouse 0.0217 0.0130 0.0937** 

 (0.0448) (0.0437) (0.0421) 

homeworktime1 0.188*** 0.195*** 0.152*** 

 (0.0614) (0.0598) (0.0556) 

privatetuition1 0.0423 0.0497 0.0624 

 (0.0488) (0.0481) (0.0477) 

Teacher characteristics 

Teacherage 0.000360 0.00152 0.00637*** 

 (0.00241) (0.00245) (0.00227) 

Tmale 0.238*** 0.318*** 0.234*** 

 (0.0606) (0.0587) (0.0601) 

Headteacher -0.0486 0.0618 0.0408 

 (0.0644) (0.0665) (0.0618) 

Regularteacher 0.139** 0.150** 0.189*** 

 (0.0671) (0.0701) (0.0622) 

Ecepara 0.102 0.123 0.382*** 

 (0.117) (0.105) (0.103) 

l4apara 1.022*** 1.318*** 0.793*** 

 (0.266) (0.296) (0.195) 

Teacherba 0.0791 0.177*** 0.119** 

 (0.0537) (0.0535) (0.0543) 

Tpreservice 0.00272 0.0979** 0.101** 

 (0.0496) (0.0470) (0.0446) 

School characteristics 

boys_school -0.0116 -0.150** -0.226*** 

 (0.0628) (0.0616) (0.0599) 

girls_school 0.142** 0.0831 0.179*** 

 (0.0582) (0.0549) (0.0543) 

snoturdu_medium 0.0482 0.0752* 0.105** 

 (0.0461) (0.0449) (0.0435) 

Province Fixed Effects 

Balochistan -0.842*** -0.720*** -0.588*** 

 (0.0993) (0.101) (0.0920) 

Sindh -0.487*** -0.580*** -0.883*** 

 (0.0781) (0.0766) (0.0752) 
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Constant -0.175 0.0497 -0.101 

 -0.417 -0.401 -0.377 

    

Observations 1,704 1,712 1,708 

R-squared 0.297 0.349 0.405 
Note: Robust standard errors in parentheses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1;  
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Annex 1: 
Description of Variables 
School Characteristics 
 

Variable Name  Description 

School_ID Unique ID of the school 

ProvinceName Name of the province 

DistrictName Name of the district 

Treatment/Control Variable=1 if a treatment school, =0 if control 

1-1SchoolName Name of the school 

1-2EMIS EMIS/SEMIS/BEMIS Govt School ID 

1-3AnswerName Name of the respondent 

1-4AnswerDesig 
Variable=1 if Respondent is Head Teacher, =2 if Manager, =3 if 
Other 

1-5LowestClass 
Variable is =Pre-primary if Class is katchi, ECE or KG, =Lowest 
Class Number if otherwise 

1-6HighestClass Variable=Highest Class Number 

1-7EstablishedYear Year in which school established 

1-8Schoolstatus Variable is =1 if School is Govt-owned, =2 if Privately-owned 

1-9SchoolType 
Variable=1 if Type of School is boys and girls, =2 if boys only, =3 if 
girls only 

1-10SchoolMedium 
Variable =1 if Medium of Instruction is English, =2 if Urdu, =3 if 
Sindhi, =4 if Other 

EnrKachiMale Katchi-Enrolment of Boys 

EnrKachiFemale Katchi-Enrolment of Girls 

EnrPakkiMale Pakki-Enrolment of Boys 

EnrPakkiFemale Pakki-Enrolment of Girls 

EnrC1Male Class 1-Enrolment of Boys 

EnrC1Female Class 1-Enrolment of Girls 

EnrC2Male Class 2-Enrolment of Boys 

EnrC2Female Class 2-Enrolment of Girls 

EnrC3Male Class 3-Enrolment of Boys 

EnrC3Female Class 3-Enrolment of Girls 

EnrC4Male Class 4-Enrolment of Boys 

EnrC4Female Class 4-Enrolment of Girls 

EnrC5Male Class 5-Enrolment of Boys 

EnrC5Female Class 5-Enrolment of Girls 

EnrC6Male Class 6-Enrolment of Boys 

EnrC6Female Class 6-Enrolment of Girls 

EnrC7Male Class 7-Enrolment of Boys 

EnrC7Female Class 7-Enrolment of Girls 

EnrC8Male Class 8-Enrolment of Boys 

EnrC8Female Class 8-Enrolment of Girls 

AttKachiMale Katchi-Attendance of Boys 

AttKachiFemale Katchi-Attendance of Girls 
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AttPakkiMale Pakki-Attendance of Boys 

AttPakkiFemale Pakki-Attendance of Girls 

AttC1Male Class 1-Attendance of Boys 

AttC1Female Class 1-Attendance of Girls 

AttC2Male Class 2-Attendance of Boys 

AttC2Female Class 2-Attendance of Girls 

AttC3Male Class 3-Attendance of Boys 

AttC3Female Class 3-Attendance of Girls 

AttC4Male Class 4-Attendance of Boys 

AttC4Female Class 4-Attendance of Girls 

AttC5Male Class 5-Attendance of Boys 

AttC5Female Class 5-Attendance of Girls 

AttC6Male Class 6-Attendance of Boys 

AttC6Female Class 6-Attendance of Girls 

AttC7Male Class 7-Attendance of Boys 

AttC7Female Class 7-Attendance of Girls 

AttC8Male Class 8-Attendance of Boys 

AttC8Female Class 8-Attendance of Girls 

HCKachiMale Katchi-Headcount of Boys 

HCKachiFemale Katchi-Headcount of Girls 

HCPakkiMale Pakki-Headcount of Boys 

HCPakkiFemale Pakki-Headcount of Girls 

HCC1Male Class 1-Headcount of Boys 

HCC1Female Class 1-Headcount of Girls 

HCC2Male Class 2-Headcount of Boys 

HCC2Female Class 2-Headcount of Girls 

HCC3Male Class 3-Headcount of Boys 

HCC3Female Class 3-Headcount of Girls 

HCC4Male Class 4-Headcount of Boys 

HCC4Female Class 4-Headcount of Girls 

HCC5Male Class 5-Headcount of Boys 

HCC5Female Class 5-Headcount of Girls 

HCC6Male Class 6-Headcount of Boys 

HCC6Female Class 6-Headcount of Girls 

HCC7Male Class 7-Headcount of Boys 

HCC7Female Class 7-Headcount of Girls 

HCC8Male Class 8-Headcount of Boys 

HCC8Female Class 8-Headcount of Girls 

HeadSanctionedPosts No. of Sanctioned Posts for Head Teacher 

HeadAppointedPosts No. of Appointed Posts for Head Teacher 

HeadPresentToday No. of Head Teachers Present Today 

HeadSameVillageResidents No. of Head Teachers Residents of the Same Village 

RegularSanctionedPosts No. of Sanctioned Posts for Regular Teacher 

RegularAppointedPosts No. of Appointed Posts for Regular Teacher 

RegularPresentToday No. of Regular Teachers Present Today 
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RegularSameVillageResidents No. of Regular Teachers Residents of the Same Village 

ParaSanctionedPosts No. of Sanctioned Posts for Para Teacher 

ParaAppointedPosts No. of Appointed Posts for Para Teacher 

ParaPresentToday No. of Para Teachers Present Today 

ParaSameVillageResidents No. of Para Teachers Residents of the Same Village 

ECEParaSanctionedPosts No. of Sanctioned Posts for ECE Para Teacher 

ECEParaAppointedPosts No. of Appointed Posts for ECE Para Teacher 

ECEParaPresentToday No. of ECE Para Teachers Present Today 

ECEParaSameVillageResidents No. of ECE Para Teachers Residents of the Same Village 

L4AParaSanctionedPosts No. of Sanctioned Posts for L4A Para Teacher 

L4AParaAppointedPosts No. of Appointed Posts for L4A Para Teacher 

L4AParaPresentToday No. of L4A Para Teachers Present Today 

L4AParaSameVillageResidents No. of L4A Para Teachers Residents of the Same Village 

4-1StudentClub 
Variable=1 if Student Club running in school, =0 if not running in 
school 

4-2ClubMembers No. of Members in the Student Club, if running 

4-3Activity1 
Activity1=1 if Members helped with enrolment of OOSC, 
Activity1=0 if Members did not help 

4-3Activity2 

Variable=1 if Members helped students with the 
Reading/Sports/Health/Science kits provided,=0 if Members did 
not help 

4-3Activity3 
Variable=1 if Members helped with hygiene and cleanliness of 
the school, =0 if Members did not help 

5-1SDP 
Variable=1 if School Development Plan available in school, =0 if 
not available in school 

5-2UpdatedSDP 
Variable=1 if School Development Plan is available and updated, 
=0 if available and not updated 

5-3SDPMeetings 
No. of School Development Plan Meetings held in the last six 
months 

6-1Preclass-ByITA Variable =1 if Katchi/Pre-Primary Class Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

6-2PrimaryClass-ByITA Variable =1 if Primary Class Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

6-3ElementaryClass-ByITA Variable =1 if Elementary Class Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

6-4SecondaryClass-ByITA Variable =1 if Secondary Class Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

6-5VerandaRoom-ByITA Variable =1 if Veranda Room Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

6-6WaterFacility-ByITA Variable =1 if Water Facility Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

6-7DrinkingWater-ByITA Variable =1 if Drinking Water Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

6-8Toilet-ByITA Variable =1 if Toilet Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

6-9MainGate-ByITA Variable =1 if Maingate Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

6-10PlayGround-ByITA Variable =1 if Playground Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

6-11Telephone-ByITA Variable =1 if Telephone Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

6-12BoundaryWall-ByITA Variable =1 if Boundary Wall Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

6-13WhiteWash-ByITA Variable =1 if WhiteWash Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

6-14ElectricityWiring-ByITA Variable =1 if Electricity Wiring Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

7-1ECEManual-ByITA Variable =1 if ECE Manual Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

7-2LearningKit-ByITA Variable =1 if ECE Learning Kit Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

7-3LearningKitCDs-ByITA Variable =1 if ECE Learning Kit CDs Provided by ITA, =0 if not 
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7-4WashingLines-ByITA Variable =1 if ECE Washing Lines Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

7-5WordWall-ByITA Variable =1 if ECE World Wall Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

7-6LearningCorner-ByITA Variable =1 if ECE Learning Corners Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

7-7MorningNews-ByITA Variable =1 if ECE Morning News Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

7-8MagicTakhti-ByITA Variable =1 if ECE Magic Takhtis Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

7-9Rilli-ByITA Variable =1 if ECE Rillis Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

7-10IndividualChildForm-ByITA 
Variable =1 if ECE Child Assessment Forms Provided by ITA, =0 if 
not 

7-11HealthLessonAVKit-ByITA Variable =1 if ECE Health Lessons/Kits Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

7-12SpecialFurniture-ByITA Variable =1 if ECE Special Furniture Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

8-1ReadingKit-ByITA Variable =1 if School Reading Kit Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

8-2SportsKit-ByITA Variable =1 if School Sports Kit Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

8-3HealthKit-ByITA Variable =1 if School Health Kit Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

8-4ScienceKit-ByITA Variable =1 if School Science Kit Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

8-5PrimaryKit-ByITA Variable =1 if School Primary Kit Provided by ITA, =0 if not 

6-1Preclass-ByOther 
Variable =1 if Katchi/Pre-Primary Class Provided by Other, =0 if 
not 

6-2PrimaryClass-ByOther Variable =1 if Primary Class Provided by Other, =0 if not 

6-3ElementaryClass-ByOther Variable =1 if Elementary Class Provided by Other, =0 if not 

6-4SecondaryClass-ByOther Variable =1 if Secondary Class Provided by Other, =0 if not 

6-5VerandaRoom-ByOther Variable =1 if Veranda Room Provided by Other, =0 if not 

6-6WaterFacility-ByOther Variable =1 if Water Facility Provided by Other, =0 if not 

6-7DrinkingWater-ByOther Variable =1 if Drinking Water Provided by Other, =0 if not 

6-8Toilet-ByOther Variable =1 if Toilet Provided by Other, =0 if not 

6-9MainGate-ByOther Variable =1 if Maingate Provided by Other, =0 if not 

6-10PlayGround-ByOther Variable =1 if Playground Provided by Other, =0 if not 

6-11Telephone-ByOther Variable =1 if Telephone Provided by Other, =0 if not 

6-12BoundaryWall-ByOther Variable =1 if Boundary Wall Provided by Other, =0 if not 

6-13WhiteWash-ByOther Variable =1 if WhiteWash Provided by Other, =0 if not 

6-14ElectricityWiring-ByOther Variable =1 if Electricity Wiring Provided by Other, =0 if not 

7-1ECEManual-ByOther Variable =1 if ECE Manual Provided by Other, =0 if not 

7-2LearningKit-ByOther Variable =1 if ECE Learning Kit Provided by Other, =0 if not 

7-3LearningKitCDs-ByOther Variable =1 if ECE Learning Kit CDs Provided by Other, =0 if not 

7-4WashingLines-ByOther Variable =1 if ECE Washing Lines Provided by Other, =0 if not 

7-5WordWall-ByOther Variable =1 if ECE World Wall Provided by Other, =0 if not 

7-6LearningCorner-ByOther Variable =1 if ECE Learning Corners Provided by Other, =0 if not 

7-7MorningNewspaper-ByOther Variable =1 if ECE Morning News Provided by Other, =0 if not 

7-8MagicTakhti-ByOther Variable =1 if ECE Magic Takhtis Provided by Other, =0 if not 

7-9Rilli-ByOther Variable =1 if ECE Rillis Provided by Other, =0 if not 

7-10IndividualChildForm-ByOther 
Variable =1 if ECE Child Assessment Forms Provided by Other, =0 
if not 

7-11HealthLessonAVKit-ByOther 
Variable =1 if ECE Health Lessons/Kits Provided by Other, =0 if 
not 

7-12SpecialFurniture-ByOther Variable =1 if ECE Special Furniture Provided by Other, =0 if not 

8-1ReadingKit-ByOther Variable =1 if School Reading Kit Provided by Other, =0 if not 
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8-2SportsKit-ByOther Variable =1 if School Sports Kit Provided by Other, =0 if not 

8-3HealthKit-ByOther Variable =1 if School Health Kit Provided by Other, =0 if not 

8-4ScienceKit-ByOther Variable =1 if School Science Kit Provided by Other, =0 if not 

8-5PrimaryKit-ByOther Variable =1 if School Primary Kit Provided by Other, =0 if not 

6-1Preclass-Functional Variable =1 if Katchi/Pre-Primary Class Functional, =0 if not 

6-2PrimaryClass-Functional Variable =1 if Primary Class Functional, =0 if not 

6-3ElementaryClass-Functional Variable =1 if Elementary Class Functional, =0 if not 

6-4SecondaryClass-Functional Variable =1 if Secondary Class Functional, =0 if not 

6-5VerandaRoom-Functional Variable =1 if Veranda Room Functional, =0 if not 

6-6WaterFacility-Functional Variable =1 if Water Facility Functional, =0 if not 

6-7DrinkingWater-Functional Variable =1 if Drinking Water Facility Functional, =0 if not 

6-8Toilet-Functional Variable =1 if Toilet Functional, =0 if not 

6-9MainGate-Functional Variable =1 if Maingate Functional, =0 if not 

6-10PlayGround-Functional Variable =1 if Playground Functional, =0 if not 

6-11Telephone-Functional Variable =1 if Telephone Functional, =0 if not 

6-12BoundaryWall-Functional Variable =1 if Boundary Wall Functional, =0 if not 

6-13WhiteWash-Functional Variable =1 if WhiteWash Functional, =0 if not 

6-14ElectricityWiring-Functional Variable =1 if Electricity Wiring Functional, =0 if not 

7-1ECEManual-Functional Variable =1 if ECE Manual In Use, =0 if not 

7-2LearningKit-Functional Variable =1 if ECE Learning Kit In Use, =0 if not 

7-3LearningKitCDs-Functional Variable =1 if ECE Learning Kit CDs In Use, =0 if not 

7-4WashingLines-Functional Variable =1 if ECE Washing Lines In Use, =0 if not 

7-5WordWall-Functional Variable =1 if ECE World Wall In Use, =0 if not 

7-6LearningCorner-Functional Variable =1 if ECE Learning Corners In Use, =0 if not 

7-7MorningNewspaper-Functional Variable =1 if ECE Morning News In Use, =0 if not 

7-8MagicTakhti-Functional Variable =1 if ECE Magic Takhtis In Use, =0 if not 

7-9Rilli-Functional Variable =1 if ECE Rillis In Use, =0 if not 

7-10IndividualChildForm-Functional Variable =1 if ECE Child Assessment Forms In Use, =0 if not 

7-11HealthLessonAVKit-Functional Variable =1 if ECE Health Lessons/Kits In Use, =0 if not 

7-12SpecialFurniture-Functional Variable =1 if ECE Special Furniture In Use, =0 if not 

8-1ReadingKit-Functional Variable =1 if School Reading Kits In Use, =0 if not 

8-2SportsKit-Functional Variable =1 if School Sports Kit In Use, =0 if not 

8-3HealthKit-Functional Variable =1 if School Health Kit In Use, =0 if not 

8-4ScienceKit-Functional Variable =1 if School Science Kit In Use, =0 if not 

8-5PrimaryKit-Functional Variable =1 if School Primary Kit In Use, =0 if not 

9-1TeacherPresent0 Variable =1 if teacher present in Katchi classroom, =0 if not 

9-2IfNo_Why0 

Variable =0 if teacher for Katchi classroom is engaged elsewhere 
in an activity, =1 if teacher elsewhere in school engaged in 
personal leisure, =2 if teacher absent without notice, =3 if 
teacher on leave   

9-3PresentTeacherName0 Name of the teacher present in Katchi classroom 

9-4Subject0 
Variable=1 if subject being taught in Katchi classroom is Urdu, =2 
if Math, =3 if Social Sciences, =4 if English, =5 if Other, =0 if None  

9-5MediumInstruction0 

Variable=1 if medium of instruction in Katchi classroom is 
English, =2 if Urdu, =3 if Sindhi, =4 if Baalochi, =5 if Seraiki, =6 if 
Pushto, =7 if Other 
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9-6TeacherHaveBook0 
Variable =1 if teacher present in Katchi classroom has a textbook 
for himself/herself while teaching, =0 if not 

9-7TeacherUsingBook0 
Variable= 1 if teacher present in Katchi classroom is using a book, 
=0 if not 

9-8TeacherUsingTeachingMaterial0 
Variable=1 if teacher present in Katchi classroom using teaching 
material, =0 if not 

9-9LectureMore0 
Variable=1 if teacher present in the Katchi classroom lecturing 
most of the time, =0 if not 

9-10Discussion0 
Variable=1 if there is an open discussion in the Katchi classroom, 
=0 if not 

9-11One2oneTeaching0 
Variable=1 if there is a one-to-one discussion in the Katchi 
classroom, =0 if not 

9-12Classwork0 
Variable=1 if the teacher in the Katchi classroom assigned 
classwork, =0 if not 

9-13Homework0 
Variable=1 if the teacher in the Katchi classroom assigned 
homework, =0 if not 

9-14TextBooks0 
Variable=1 if children in the Katchi classroom have textbooks, =0 
if not 

9-15PenPensil0 
Variable=1 if children in the Katchi classroom have pen/pencils, 
=0 if not 

9-16GroupWork0 
Variable=1 if children in Katchi classroom working in groups, =0 if 
not 

9-17DoingAssignedWork0 
Variable=1 if children in Katchi classroom doing assigned work, 
=0 if not 

Class observation variables repeat for each class 
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Teacher Characteristics 

Variable Name  Description 

1TeacherID#1 ID of Teacher #1 

2TeacherName#1 Name of the teacher working in the school 

3Type#1 

Variable=1 if Designation of the teacher is Principal/Headmaster, =2 if 
Acting Principle, =3 if Govt. Teacher, =4 if ECE Para Teacher, =5 if L4A Para 
Teacher, =6 if Community Teacher, =7 if Volunteer/NGO Teacher 

4Age#1 Age of the Teacher in Years 

5Gender#1 Variable=1 if gender of Teacher female, =0 if male 

6Education#1 

Variable = 1 if highest qualification of the teacher is completed till class 5, 
=2 if completed till class 10, = 3 if completed class 10, =4 if completed 
class 12, =5 if done BA, =6 if done MA, =7 if other 

7AppointmentYear#1 Year in which he/she appointed in this school 

8TeachingStartYear#1 Year in which he/she first appointed as a teacher 

9PreServiceCertificate#1 Variable=1 if the teacher has a pre-service training certificate, =0 if not 

10ClassTeaches#1 

Variable=1 if teacher teaches class1 , =2 if class2, =3 if class3, =4 if class4, 
=5 if class5, =6 if class6, =7 if class7, =8 if class8, =9 if class9, =10 if 
class10, =0 if do not teach 

11SubjectTeaches#1 
Variable =1 if teacher teaches urdu, =2 if maths, =3 if social science, =4 if 
english, =5 if other (specify) 

12-3TrainingObtained#1 
Variable=1 if teacher attended any training in the last 12 months, =0 if 
not 

12-4ITA-ECE#1 Variable=1 if teacher received ECE training from ITA, =0 if not 

12-5ITA-CPB#1 Variable=1 if teacher received CPB training from ITA, =0 if not 

12-6ITA-SubjectBased#1 Variable=1 if teacher received Subject-based training from ITA, =0 if not 

12-7Govt1#1 Variable=1 if teacher received training from govt, =0 if not 

12-8Govt2#1 Variable=1 if teacher received training from govt, =0 if not 

13-1HomeSalary#1 Home salary per month (after tax, excluding benefits) 

13-2SalaryBy#1 
Variable = 1 if salary given to the teacher is by the govt, =2 if by ITA,= 3 if 
by others (specify) 
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Children (ECE) Characteristics 

Variable name: Description: 
schoolid  Unique school ID 
ChildName  Name of the child 
FatherName  Name of the father 
TeacherName  Name of the teacher teaching ECE classes 
1-1SelfConfidence 1 If the selfconfidence of Child is good, 2 if satisfactory and 3 if 

unsatisfactory 
1-2PositiveRelationship 1 If the child is good at building Positive Relationships with others , 2 if 

satisfactory and 3 unsatisfactory 
1-3RespectOtherRight 1 If the child is good at respecting rights of others, 2 if satisfactory and 3 if 

unsatisfactory 
1-4Cooperative 1 If the child is good at being cooperative, 2 if satisfactory and 3 if 

unsatisfactory 
2-1ListenAttentively 1 If the Child is good at Listening Attentively, 2 if satisfactory and 3 if 

unsatisfactory 
2-2TalkExperience 1 If the Child is good at talking about his experiences, 2 if satisfactory and 3 

if unsatisfactory 
2-3ReactOnSong 1 If the Child is good at reacting to songs, 2 if satisfactory and 3 if 

unsatisfactory 
2-4ExpressedIdeas 1 If the Child is good at expressing ideas, 2 if satisfactory and 3 if 

unsatisfactory 
3-
1SeparateClassifyObject
sColor 

1 If the Child is good at classifying objects color, 2 if satisfactory and 3 if 
unsatisfactory 

3-
2SeparateClassifyObject
sShapes 

1 If the Child is good at classifying objects shape, 2 if satisfactory and 3 if 
unsatisfactory 

3-
3SeparateClassifyObject
sSize 

1 If the Child is good at talking about his experiences, 2 if satisfactory and 3 
if unsatisfactory 

3-4TellsTime 1 If the Child is good at telling time, 2 if satisfactory and 3 if unsatisfactory 
4-1CountryCityName 1 If the Child knows country and city name, 2 if satisfactory and 3 if 

unsatisfactory 
4-2NationalFlag 1 If the Child is good at recognizing national flag, 2 if satisfactory and 3 if 

unsatisfactory 
4-3TalkAboutOccupation 1 If the Child is good at talking about occupation, 2 if satisfactory and 3 if 

unsatisfactory 
4-4TalkAboutAnimals 1 If the Child is good at talking about animals, 2 if satisfactory and 3 if 

unsatisfactory 
5-1UseUtensils 1 If the Child is good at using utensils, 2 if satisfactory and 3 if 

unsatisfactory 
5-2WalkAlongLIne 1 If the Child is good at walking along line, 2 if satisfactory and 3 if 

unsatisfactory 
5-3UseTools 1 If the Child is good at using tools, 2 if satisfactory and 3 if unsatisfactory 
5-4ThrowKickBalls 1 If the Child is good at throwing and kicking balls, 2 if satisfactory and 3 if 

unsatisfactory 
6-1UnderstandCleaning 1 If the Child is good at understanding cleaning, 2 if satisfactory and 3 if 

unsatisfactory 
6-2KeepClassClean 1 If the Child is good at keeping class clean, 2 if satisfactory and 3 if 
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unsatisfactory 

7-1ProblemSolving 1 If the Child is good at problem solving, 2 if satisfactory and 3 if 
unsatisfactory 

7-2EnjoyWorkingArt 1 If the Child is good at enjoying art, 2 if satisfactory and 3 if unsatisfactory 

 

Children (Class 1-5) Characteristics 

 

Variable name: Description: 

2-child_name name of the child 

3-child_fatherName father's name 

4-child_class current class the child is enrolled in 

5-teacher_name class teacher's name 

7-gender Gender 

8-age current age of child 

9-age_StartSchool how old was the child when he started school? 

10-1home_language what language does the child speak at home?  

  1 if Urdu 

  2 if English 

  3 if Punjabi 

  4 if Siraiki 

  5 if Pashto 

  6 if Sindhi 

  7 if Balochi 

  8 if other 

11-3health_problem_hearing does the child have hearing problems that affect him/her in school?  

  1 if yes 

  0 if no 

11-4health_problem_noproblem the child has no health problems 

  1 if yes 

  0 if no 

11-5health_problem_stomach does the child have stomach problems that affect him/her in school? 

  1 if yes 

  0 if no 

11-6health_problem_headaches does the child have headaches that affect him/her in school? 

  1 if yes 

  0 if no 

11-7health_problem_other 
does the child have any other health problems that affecr him/her in 
school? 

  1 if yes 

  0 if no 

12-MealsPerDay how many meals does the child have in a day 

  1 if 1 rime in a day 

  2 if 2 times in a day 

  3 if 3 times in a day 
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  4 if more than 3 times in a day 

13-SchoolDistanceMinutes how long does it take the child to get to school (in minutes)? 

14-TotalPeople how many people sleep in the house? 

15-OlderSiblings how many older brothers and sisters does the child have? 

16-YoungerSiblings how many younger brothers and sisters does the child have? 

17-CanRead-Mother can the mother read and write? 1 if yes, 0 if no 

17-CanRead-Brother can the brother read and write? 1 if yes, 0 if no 

17-CanRead-Other can other relative read and write? 1 if yes, 0 if no 

17-CanRead-Father can the father read and write? 1 if yes, 0 if no 

17-CanRead-Sister can the sister read and write? 1 if yes, 0 if no 

17-CanRead-NoOne no one in the house can read and write? 1 if yes, 0 if no 

18-PeopleHelpatHome 
does the child have people to help them with their school work at 
home? 1 if always, 2 if sometimes and 3 if never 

19-MostDescribe-Govt do the siblings attend govt schools? 1 if yes, 0 if no 

19-MostDescribe-Pvt do the siblings attend private schools? 1 if yes, 0 if no 

19-MostDescribe-NoSchool the siblings don’t attend school? 1 if yes, 0 if no 

20-HouseFacilities-Telephone do you have a telephone at home? 1 if yes, 0 if no 

20-HouseFacilities-Radio do you have a radio at home? 1 if yes, 0 if no 

20-HouseFacilities-Television do you have a television at home? 1 if yes, 0 if no 

20-HouseFacilities-Bicycle do you have a bicycle at home? 1 if yes, 0 if no 

20-HouseFacilities-AnimalCart do you have an animal cart at home? 1 if yes, 0 if no 

20-HouseFacilities-Motorcycle do you have a motorcycle at home? 1 if yes, 0 if no 

20-HouseFacilities-CarTruck do you have a car/truck at home? 1 if yes, 0 if no 

20-HouseFacilities-Table do you have a table at home? 1 if yes, 0 if no 

20-HouseFacilities-Chair do you have a chair at home? 1 if yes, 0 if no 

20-HouseFacilities-Stool do you have a stool at home? 1 if yes, 0 if no 

20-HouseFacilities-Fridge do you have a fridge at home? 1 if yes, 0 if no 

20-HouseFacilities-Bed do you have a bed at home? 1 if yes, 0 if no 

20-HouseFacilities-Electricity do you have electricity connection at home? 1 if yes, 0 if no 

20-HouseFacilities-Waterpump do you have a waterpump at home? 1 if yes, 0 if no 

21-TypeofHouse type of the household? 1 if mud/katcha, 2 if concrete pakka, 3 other 

22-DrinkingWater-PipedInside does the household have piped water inside house? 1 if yes, 0 if no 

22-DrinkingWater-Well does the household have piped  well? 1 if yes, 0 if no 

22-DrinkingWater-OtherSources does the household have other  water sources? 1 if yes, 0 if no 

22-DrinkingWater-PipedOutside does the household have piped water inside house? 1 if yes, 0 if no 

22-DrinkingWater-PublicTanker does the household have piped water inside house? 1 if yes, 0 if no 

23-AttendPreSchool did the child attend katchi/pre-primary? 1 if yes, 2 if no 

24-ThisSchoolGrade1 has the child attended this school since grade 1? 1 if yes, 2 if no 

25-IfNo-Whatclass 
if the child did not join this school from grade 1 then which grade did 
he join it in? 

27-DroppedOut has the child ever dropped out of school? 1 if yes, 2 if no 

28-TimeOnHomework how much time does the child spend on homework every day?  

  1 if 1 hour 

  2 if 1-2 hour 

  3 if more than 2 hours 
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  4 if 0 hours 

29-TimeOnPrivateTuition how much time does the child spend on private tuition every day?  

  1 if 1 hour 

  2 if 1-2 hour 

  3 if more than 2 hours 

  4 if 0 hours 

30-AttendCPB-Camp did the child attend CPB Camp? 1 if yes, 2 if no 

31-TimeSpendonFamilyBusiness 
how many hours does the child spend working on the farm or in the 
family business on a usual school day? 

  1 if none 

  2 if less than 1 hour 

  3 if 1-2 hours 

  4 if 2-3hours 

  5 if more than 3 hours 

32-TimeSpendonHouseChores 
how many hours does the child spend doing houeshold chores like 
washing dishes etc on a usual school day? 

  1 if none 

  2 if less than 1 hour 

  3 if 1-2 hours 

  4 if 2-3hours 

  5 if more than 3 hours 

33-TimeSpendonWorking 
How many hours does the child spend working for pay on a usual 
school day 

  1 if none 

  2 if less than 1 hour 

  3 if 1-2 hours 

  4 if 2-3hours 

  5 if more than 3 hours 

32-ReadBooks Does the child read books (not including text books) at home 

  1 if "yes often" 

  2 if "yes occasionally" 

  3 if "no" 

ProblemSolving "If I am in trouble, I can usually think of a solution" 

  1 if not like me at all 

  2 if not like me usually 

  3 if sually like me 

  4 if a lot like me 

LikeBeingMyself "In general, I like being the way I am" 

  1 if not like me at all 

  2 if not like me usually 

  3 if sually like me 

  4 if a lot like me 

MakeFuturPlan "I make plans about my future studies and career" 

  1 if not like me at all 
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  2 if not like me usually 

  3 if sually like me 

  4 if a lot like me 

CleaningEfforts "I make an effort to keep my class and school clean" 

  1 if not like me at all 

  2 if not like me usually 

  3 if sually like me 

  4 if a lot like me 

AlotFriends "I have a lot of friends at school" 

  1 if not like me at all 

  2 if not like me usually 

  3 if sually like me 

  4 if a lot like me 

HelpFriends "I like to help my friends at school and otherwise" 

  1 if not like me at all 

  2 if not like me usually 

  3 if sually like me 

  4 if a lot like me 

EnjoyLearning "I enjoy learning at school" 

  1 if not like me at all 

  2 if not like me usually 

  3 if sually like me 

  4 if a lot like me 

Reading1to4 1 If the child can read nothing in urdu 

  2 If the child can read a letter in urdu 

  3 if the child can read a word in urdu 

  4 if the child can read a sentence in urdu 

  5 if the child can read a story in urdu 

Listening1 1 If the child does not respond 

  2 if the child responds incorrectly 

  3 if the child responds correctly 

Listening2 1 If the child does not respond 

  2 if the child responds incorrectly 

  3 if the child responds correctly 

Listening3 1 If the child does not respond 

  2 if the child responds incorrectly 

  3 if the child responds correctly 

Listening4 1 If the child does not respond 

  2 if the child responds incorrectly 

  3 if the child responds correctly 

Picture1 1 If the child does not recognize 

  2 if the child recognizes incorrectly 

  3 if the child recognizes correctly 

Picture2 1 If the child does not recognize 

  2 if the child recognizes incorrectly 
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  3 if the child recognizes correctly 

Writing7 1 if the child writes nothing 

  2 if the child writes wrong 

  3 if the child writes incomplete answer 

  4 if the child writes right and complete answer 

Writing8 1 if the child writes nothing 

  2 if the child writes wrong 

  3 if the child writes incomplete answer 

  4 if the child writes right and complete answer 

Writing9 1 if the child writes nothing 

  2 if the child writes wrong 

  3 if the child writes incomplete answer 

  4 if the child writes right and complete answer 

Arithmetic 1 if the child cannot Identify Number 

  2 if the child recognizes 1-9 

  3 if the child recognizes 10-99 

  4 if the child can do addition 

  5 if the child can do subtraction 

  6 if the child can do multiplication 

  7 if the child can do division 

EngReading 1 If the child is a beginner in english reading 

  2 If the child can read a letter in English 

  3 if the child can read a word in English 

  4 if the child can read a sentence in English 

EngMeaningWords 1 if can tell the meaning 

  2 if cannot 

EngMeaningSentences 1 if can tell the meaning 

  2 if cannot 

EngStory 1 if did not attempt 

  2 if very Wrong 

  3 if haltingly or more than 2 mistakes 

  4 if fluent and less than 2 mistakes 

EngComp1 1 if correct 

  2 if incorrect 

  3 if no response (NR) 

EngComp2 1 if correct 

  2 if incorrect 

  3 if no response (NR) 

EngPic1 0 If the child does not recognize 

  1 if the child recognizes incorrectly 

  2 if the child recognizes correctly 

EngPic2 1 If the child does not recognize 

  2 if the child recognizes incorrectly 

  3 if the child recognizes correctly 

EngPic3 1 If the child does not recognize 
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  2 if the child recognizes incorrectly 

  3 if the child recognizes correctly 

EngPic4 1 If the child does not recognize 

  2 if the child recognizes incorrectly 

  3 if the child recognizes correctly 

EngPic5 1 If the child does not recognize 

  2 if the child recognizes incorrectly 

  3 if the child recognizes correctly 

EngPic6 1 If the child does not recognize 

  2 if the child recognizes incorrectly 

  3 if the child recognizes correctly 

EngPic7 1 If the child does not recognize 

  2 if the child recognizes incorrectly 

  3 if the child recognizes correctly 

EngPic8 1 If the child does not recognize 

  2 if the child recognizes incorrectly 

  3 if the child recognizes correctly 

EngPic9 1 If the child does not recognize 

  2 if the child recognizes incorrectly 

  3 if the child recognizes correctly 

EngPic10 1 If the child does not recognize 

  2 if the child recognizes incorrectly 

  3 if the child recognizes correctly 

EngPic11 1 If the child does not recognize 

  2 if the child recognizes incorrectly 

  3 if the child recognizes correctly 

EngPic12 1 If the child does not recognize 

  2 if the child recognizes incorrectly 

  3 if the child recognizes correctly 

NCUrdu national curriculum urdu marks (0-10) 

NCEnglish national curriculum english marks (0-10) 

NCArithmetic national curriculum arithmetic marks (0-10) 

Ravens test score on Ravens (1-10) 
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Annex 2: ECE Interventions 
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 Annex 3: Teachers’ Learning Materials - Kits  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Annex 4: Survey Booklet 
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